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Sit-in for divestment
by president’s office
hits one-week mark

Rare MIT student protest
follows1881
Established
release of Institute’s climate plan
By Katherine Nazemi
News Editor

Members of student group Fossil
Free MIT are staging a sit-in outside
of President L. Rafael Reif’s office
in protest of what they see as inadequacies in MIT’s climate action
plan.
The sit-in has been ongoing since
Oct. 22, the day after MIT’s “Plan
for Action on Climate Change” was
made public, and two to 12 students
have been present outside 3-208
around the clock.
On Monday, members of Fossil
Free MIT (FFMIT) met to discuss
the goals of their sit-in. Prior to the

strategy meeting, the group had still
been formulating its demands.
The main objectives of FFMIT’s
protest include divesting from coal
and tar sands companies, establishing an ethics advisory committee,
and committing to achieve carbon
neutrality on campus by 2040 at the
latest.
“We are sitting-in to urge MIT’s
administration to raise their ambitions,” the group wrote in a letter
published in this issue of The Tech.
Outside Reif’s office, students
participating in the sit-in have been
working on problem sets, listen-

Established 1881
Protest, Page 11

Yuancheng Yu

Following MIT’s decision not to divest, Fossil Free MIT organized a 24/7 sit-in outside President’s office until
their next meeting with Reif on Thursday, Oct. 29.

Full release of Stellar’s
replacement expected next year

Established 1881

Nina Lutz

The Roadkill Buffet ended the night with a laughing audience after its show last Friday.

Cancer research partnership between Harvard and
MIT gets $20 million gift
In the hope of moving more results from cancer
research labs into the clinical setting, the Commonwealth Foundation for Cancer Research announced
yesterday a $20 million donation to the Bridge Project, a collaboration between the Koch Institute for
Integrative Cancer Research at MIT and the DanaFarber/Harvard Cancer Center.
Funding will be distributed over five years and
will create grants that enable new research teams
to form, as well as provide funding to existing teams
“on the cusp of making significant advances toward
clinical implementation.” Both MIT and Harvard
are fundraising to match the donation, according to
MIT.
The Bridge Project launched in 2011 to connect

current developments in bioengineering, cancer
science, and oncology to solve difficult problems in
cancer research and care. The project funds crossinstitutional research teams that study a wide variety
of cancers. Past Bridge project recipients included
teams researching the development of a vaccine for
lung cancer treatment and targeting chemoresistant
disease in leukemia.
“We’re looking for the best people, regardless of
where they are, to tackle these very important problems,” Tyler Jacks, director of the Koch Institute, told
the Boston Globe.
The $20 million donation comes after an initial
$4.5 million pledge from the foundation in 2012.

—Anthony Yu

Most students searching for
class materials or grades have encountered a new interface this semester. MIT IS&T is progressively
phasing out Stellar in favor of a
new modular learning management system, which will be fully
released next year.
There have been mixed opinions regarding the release of the
new learning management system. Some students think it is
slow, while others prefer Stellar.
“The UI is definitely better and
more modern,” Donald M. Little
’16 said. However, Little also said
that the system was released too
early, and that it still has “plenty
of bugs.”
Muneeza S. Patel G said that
some aspects of the system could
be made more intuitive, especially for graders. Students also commented that the mobile site was
difficult to use.
According to a report authored by Daniel Hastings, director of the Singapore-MIT Alliance
for Research and Technology,
and Dean for Graduate Education Christine Ortiz, Stellar has
been MIT’s course management
system since 2001 and supported
972 classes, 1,244 faculty users

In Short
Celebrate Halloween early
with Spooky Skate at 8 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 30. Head to Johnson
Ice Rink for skating, cookies, and
costumes!
The annual Pumpkin Drop will
be take place at 11 p.m. Satur-

fossil free MIT

there and back again

Boston ballet

The student group responds to MIT’s climate
plan. Spoiler alert: the
activists aren’t happy.
OPINION, p. 5

On leaving and coming back to the Institute. campus life, p. 3

The 2015-2016 season
opens with a work by John
Neumeier. ARTS, p. 8

Asian-American identity
Application essay describes ethnic heritage. CAMPUS LIFE, p. 3

and 8,864 students in Spring 2013.
But over the last few years,
Stellar’s rigid architecture has
made it difficult to extend and
adapt to changing requirements
such as the need for more collaborative features, the report said.
The new system’s framework addresses these issues by offering
modularity and API integration.
In an email sent to Stellar administrators, instructors, and TAs
in June 2015, IS&T explained that
each module is a fully supported
standalone web service that can
be used independently or in conjunction with other modules.
This means that instructors can
choose which of the modules —
which include ‘materials,’ ‘gradebook,’ ‘calendar,’ and others — to
activate on their course pages. In
addition to a revamped course
guide and student portal, the
Learning Modules platform provides a unified web interface for
managing all modules.
Course instructors and administrators are offered the option to use the new modular
learning management system
instead of Stellar for the current
academic year.

—Henry Nassif

day, Oct. 31 in front of the Green
Building.
The MIT Museum is hosting a
21+ only pre-Halloween party
this Friday from 7-9 p.m. Advance
ticket purchase required.
Send news information and tips
to news@tech.mit.edu.

breaking down
the walls
A critique of Donoghue’s Room. ARTS,
p. 9
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MIT—SINGAPORE
I N FO RM ATION S ESS I O N

Tuesday, November 3, 5-7pm
1 Amherst Street, E40-496
MISTI-Singapore Leadership Exploration
and Development Initiative
Discover opportunities for internships and
research in Singapore — ALL EXPENSES PAID!
Learn about the application process and
speak with returning interns.
Food will be served.
mit.edu/misti/singpore.html

Law library to make
resources available
to the public online
Harvard library sacrifices its own
collection so that it can be scanned
By Erik Eckholm
The New York Times

Shelves of law books are an august symbol of legal practice, and
no place, save the Library of Congress, can match the collection at
Harvard’s Law School Library. Its
trove includes nearly every state,
federal, territorial and tribal judicial decision since colonial times
— a priceless potential resource for
everyone from legal scholars to defense lawyers trying to challenge a
criminal conviction.
Now, in a digital-age sacrifice
intended to serve grand intentions, the Harvard librarians are
slicing off the spines of all but the
rarest volumes and feeding some
40 million pages through a highspeed scanner. They are taking this
once unthinkable step to create a
complete, searchable database of
American case law that will be offered free on the Internet, allowing
instant retrieval of vital records that
usually must be paid for.
“Improving access to justice is a
priority,” said Martha Minow, dean
of Harvard Law School, explaining

Solution to Swimming
from page 12

How we can evade, protest, and sabotage today’s
pervasive digital surveillance by deploying more data,
not less—and why we should.
MIT Press, in partnership with the MIT Libraries and MIT CSAIL,
celebrates the publication of the Press’ 8,000th unique title.
A DISCUSSION WITH FINN BRUNTON AND HELEN NISSENBAUM
RESPONDENTS: STUART MADNICK AND URS GASSER
MODERATED BY ALEX (SANDY) PENTLAND
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11/2/15
M IT Stata Center
Kirsch Auditorium, 32-123
4:00 pm
R E C E PTI O N TO FO LLOW
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Do you want to be like Sherlock Holmes?
The Tech is looking for investigative reporters.
Do you like asking tough questions?
Do you enjoy nosing around and collecting evidence?
If so, we want you on our team!
join@tech.mit.edu
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why Harvard has embarked on the
project. “We feel an obligation and
an opportunity here to open up our
resources to the public.”
For many years now, bookcases
of legal tomes in law offices have
been mostly for show. Rather than
spending days poring over book
indexes and footnoted citations,
as law clerks and associates did in
earlier times, researchers find what
they need on the Internet in minutes. But that nearly always comes
at a price.
Though the primary documents
are formally in the public domain,
many are not put online in a convenient format, if at all. Many states
even rely on commercial services
to post court briefs and decisions,
which then provide them to paying
subscribers.
Legal groups spend anywhere
from thousands of dollars a year, for
a small office, to millions, for a giant firm, using commercial services
like Westlaw and LexisNexis to find
cases and trace doctrinal strands.
While Harvard’s “Free the Law”
Library, Page 6
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When the world is not enough
By Harry Bleyan

MIT Application
essays that
worked

‘At heart, I am
Chinese’
This is part of a series of MIT application essays submitted by students who
were later admitted to the Institute. The
following prompts are from the 2014-15
admissions season.

and the American culture of Kansas City. I
spent a measly five months in China after
my birth, a seemingly short eight years in
Montreal, and an even shorter nine years
in Overland Park. At heart, I am Chinese
like my background, but my childhood
is colored by French influences and my
adolescence is completely painted with
the exuberant American character. As a
result, a lot of my life has been categorized by my three countries and cultures:
the languages I speak, the habits I have,
and the aspirations I dream.
My college track, as of right now, is to
double major in economics and mathematics while also minoring in French,
but my ultimate goal is to make a positive
and memorable impact on the world.
Every subject field has a direct lineation
to my different cultures, and the most
obvious is my interest in French. While
it may sound silly, I feel beautiful when
speaking such a beautiful language, and
I aim to further develop my linguistic
foundation through a minor and studying abroad. My love for mathematics is
most primarily rooted in my Chinese
culture, as my father’s enthusiasm about

Some fought, some took the punches. Some
swam, and some sank.
I now realize that the lack of a common
denominator among all the students here is
what makes MIT what it is. Our unique culture is a byproduct, a side effect that naturally arises when amazingly diverse people
come together to engage in pure discovery,
to probe and explore and fail and attempt
again, to triumph in the face of seemingly
insurmountable odds.
The outside grandiose façade of MIT
comes as a result of the vibrancy, the drive,
the sheer momentum and invigorating
force of the inside of this place, all supported and perpetuated by the beautiful and
brilliant people here — by you and me.
The world outside of these walls is dull
and slow. Here, however, there prevails a
selfless pursuit of awe-inspiring, intricate
things that changes and opens you up to
new dimensions of possibility and wonder,
that makes you aware and appreciative of
things you never even knew were possible.
This was what I found on that breezy day on
the motorcycle.
Ever since I came back, life here has become one of choice, not one of unchangeable circumstance — I am here because I
want to be here, because every morning I
wake up and choose to power through the
challenges I face and emerge victorious. It
occurred to me that MIT is not a separate
something that “happens” to you, because
you’re not separate from it. Remember that
you are a part of MIT: you shape and affect
it, you are “happening” to it.
You are MIT.
Every day I encounter people who are

little mathematical tricks is contagious.
Finally, the opportunities and the boldness I find in American culture are best
epitomized in its economic landmark:
Wall Street.

Prompt
Tell us about the most significant
challenge you’ve faced or something
important that didn’t go according to
plan. How did you manage the situation?
(200-250)

struggling here. It is a hard place, but most
of the time the troubles that people have
aren’t academic — they stem from a somewhat sub-optimal view of MIT and people’s
relation to it. The point of coming to MIT
shouldn’t be just to get a diploma, or to ace
a class. If it is, then you are choosing to tolerate challenges, to endure them instead
of seeking them out. You’re unwittingly
signing up for a very prolonged, painful
existence.
The point should be to spill your curiosity and wonder out onto the world and to
develop, direct, and use it. MIT is a means,
not an end. A means of achieving things
nobody in the world thinks are possible,
and that’s what makes us different. Each
person here is on their own personal journey — one of knowledge, skill, leadership,
personal growth, and peace. The success of
that journey is the ultimate point, and everything that happens in the process should
be seized, cherished, venerated.
People here care intensely. They are
passionate and genuine, and I learned
that such an environment is not a given.
This place is magic, and to continue being
magic it needs magical people interested
in magical things. People like you and me.
You are at the top of the world, and you are
able to do great, amazing things. Take pride
in that. Marvel at the improbability and
nuance hidden in that. Keep doing magic,
my friend. You are a part of my experience
here, a part of my home, and I am extremely
grateful to you for that.
Thank you.
Harry Bleyan is one happy camper.
Mens: 2016. Manus: 2017.

an arduous month involving hours of research, several phone calls, and admittedly, some pestering, I gained approval
to start the chartering process in the second semester of my junior year. Immediately, I wrote the charter application,
bylaws, supplementary materials, and
student application for the math department to review. Unfortunately, as each error was traded in with another, I realized
that my predicted timeframe was an overoptimistic dream. The lag was attributed
to the lack of cohesive communication
and initiative; I kept pushing my responsibilities to the next week until there was
no more time left. Consequently, I took
greater measures to accomplish my goals
by setting hard deadlines for myself and
approaching the math teachers more frequently for feedback.
After seven months, the math department and I have just finished the application process and are reviewing the candidates. Seeing my passion manifest into
a tangible organization excites me, and I
hope that it does the same for my school’s
community.

—Judy Wang ’19

DID YOUR MIT ESSAYS
GET YOU IN?
Prompt

Describe the world you come from; for
example, your family, clubs, school, community, city, or town. How has that world
shaped your dreams and aspirations?
(200-250)

Response

I am completely Chinese. My parents
are Chinese and I was born in China.
However, as first generation immigrants,
my family and I have been immersed in
the French Canadian culture of Montreal

Response

Math had always been the easy, simple
subject for me until calculus suddenly
turned math into a terribly fascinating
new world for me to explore. My paradigm regarding the seemingly rigid discipline shifted from indifference to a desire to learn how the puzzle pieces of the
world clicked and fitted together. I hoped
to spread that sentiment by establishing
Mu Alpha Theta at my school, a chartering process that I expected to last at most
two months.
That preconceived notion could not
have been further from the truth. After

The Tech is collecting successful
application essays (hint: yours!).

Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life Campus Life CampuS

It was somewhere along the Pacific
Coast Highway, shaded from the setting
sun by a row of tall palm trees on both
sides, a refreshing headwind wrapping itself around my motorcycle helmet, when
it suddenly occurred to me that I’d found
what I was looking for. I’d spent the past
several months away from school, searching, scouring the vast world outside and
within for some elusive purpose, a gem of
insight that would justify the profusion of
pain and doubt that veiled my time in college up to that point.
And now, surrounded by seemingly perfect tranquility, a paradise of sorts, I finally
reflected upon the utter absurdity and futility of my endeavor. I was in a land far, far
away from home, a land filled with beautiful sights, sunsets, mountains and forests,
but, regardless of all this outward beauty,
I suddenly felt the most intense longing
for my home back in Cambridge, my little
corner of the universe called MIT. Why did I
ever leave my home?
Ironically, I Had Truly Found Paradise
by being away from it, and the realization
was truly disarming. My search had come
to an abrupt end, and from that moment on
I knew all I wanted to do was to come back.
When I returned, not much seemed
to have changed at first. Other than the
strange requirement to wear helmets while
sailing and my newly acquired ability to see
Maseeh from Mass. Ave. over the smoldering ruins of Bexley Hall, MIT went on buzzing with its usual hypnotizing activity.
Classes began, schedules filled up, sleep

mysteriously evanesced into oblivion, and
clues to research problems began popping
up in my morning cereal. But beneath the
layer of familiar patterns and routines, I experienced a fundamental shift in how I related to MIT and what sort of role it began
to play in my life.
For the first time since early freshman
year, I actively wanted to be here, to engage
with all facets of life at MIT, to feel and experience and learn and immerse myself in
the rivers of wonder that permeate its halls.
There appeared a joyous quality to my everyday experience, a thrill that originated
from my exposure to the amazing environment of MIT, a burning happiness that grew
and pulsed the more I began to engage with
it.
I was so excited by my sudden discovery
of this spark that, upon return, I joined the
Returning Students Group to connect to
more people who’ve gone through similar
experiences, and asked them to share some
of their reasons for coming back and the
consequent changes they have perceived
in their day-to-day lives. I was expecting a
homogeneity to their responses.
None ensued.
In fact, the different answers I received
were so unexpected that I felt it necessary to
write this piece. I was surprised to find that
the only thing the returning students all had
in common was the fact that we all decided
to come back. Beyond that, everyone had a
different reason for being here, for putting
up with the frequent rides aboard the struggle bus. Some had no reasons and did it out
of habit. Some loved it here, some tolerated
it, some had a personal vendetta against it.

campus Life

Coming back to TFP

Email your pieces to cl@the-tech.mit.edu!
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Judicial decisions
to become available

Library does away with stacks to
create searchable, online database
LIbrary, from Page 2
project cannot put the lone defense
lawyer or citizen on an equal footing
with a deep-pocketed law firm, legal
experts say, it can at least guarantee
a floor of essential information. The
project will also offer some sophisticated techniques for visualizing relations among cases and searching for
themes.
Complete state results will become publicly available this fall for
California and New York, and the entire library will be online in 2017, said
Daniel Lewis, chief executive and cofounder of Ravel Law, a commercial
startup in California that has teamed
up with Harvard Law for the project.
The cases will be available at www.
ravellaw.com. Ravel is paying millions of dollars to support the scanning. The cases will be accessible in
a searchable format and, along with
the texts, they will be presented with
visual maps developed by the company, which graphically show the
evolution through cases of a judicial
concept and how each key decision
is cited in others.
On Ravel sites currently available
to the public, for example, a lawyer planning to challenge the 2010
Citizens United decision, which permitted corporations to make independent political expenditures, can
enter “campaign finance” and see in
schematic form the major cases at
the district, appellate and Supreme
Court levels that led up to the 2010
decision and the subsequent cases
that cite it.

Enter “separate but equal” and
the strands from the 1896 decision
justifying school segregation to the
landmark 1954 decision declaring
it unconstitutional are displayed,
along with the dozens of related federal and state decisions ever since.
The company hopes to make
money by offering, for a fee, more
advanced analytical tools it is developing, like allowing a lawyer to see
how a particular judge has responded to certain kinds of motions in the
past, Lewis said.
Under the agreement with Harvard, the entire underlying database,
not just limited search results, will be
shared with nonprofit organizations
and scholars that wish to develop
specialized applications. Ravel and
Harvard will withhold the database
from other commercial groups for
eight years. After that, it will be available to anyone for any purpose, said
Jonathan L. Zittrain, a Harvard Law
professor and director of the law
library.
In Cambridge, the huge task of
slicing and scanning volumes is
about one-fourth completed, Zittrain said.
“You can imagine the way your
heart skips a small beat when you
put a book under a chopper like
that,” he said. After the volumes are
scanned, workers reattach the spine
to the pages, encase the book in
shrink-wrap and, he said, “put it back
in the depository for the apocalypse.”
The Harvard project comes at a

Lenny Martinez—The Tech

Chris Kevin G. Ong ’16 performs “Shut Up and Dance” by WALK THE MOON as part of a medley by the Chorallaries. The Chorallaries performed along with the rest of the MIT a capella groups
this past Saturday at the Family Weekend A Capella Concert.

Library, Page 7

JOHNNY GANDELSMAN / J.S. BACH

Complete Sonatas and Partitas for Solo Violin

8:00pm
Friday, Oct 30
Kresge Auditorium

FIRST ANNUAL TERRY AND RICK STONE CONCERT
FREE WITH MIT ID
arts.mit.edu/sounding
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Free legal reference may reduce costs for lawyers
Existing for-profit references are not anticipating a major impact on their business
Library, from Page 6
time of ferment in legal research, in
a commercial market surpassing $8
billion, said Lewis of Ravel, with the
big traditional players and startups
like his developing new ways to
elicit useful information.
While the Harvard/Ravel project will freely provide case law that
is now largely paid for, the companies that now charge for such information say they do not expect to be
seriously wounded.
“I don’t anticipate this having a
significant impact on our business,”
said Andrew Martens, chief of legal
products for Thomson Reuters,

which owns Westlaw.
The reason, he said, is that his
company now does more than provide court decisions, giving convenient access to a wider range of
relevant information and new ways
to analyze it.
“Core primary law is only the
beginning,” he said, as his company develops new computer tools
that help, for example, in drafting
arguments and managing legal
practices.
Legal aid lawyers and public
criminal defenders, though, called
the Harvard project a welcome
development that may save them
money and make the law more ac-

cessible to struggling lawyers, students and even inmates who try to
mount appeals from spotty prison
libraries.
Alex Gulotta, executive director
of Bay Area Legal Aid in Oakland,
California, called the project “brilliant” and put it in a wider context
of making “government information” more readily available.
“Knowledge is power,” he said.
“People will always need lawyers,
but having resources available for
self-help is important.”
Steven D. Eppler-Epstein, executive director of Connecticut
Legal Services in Middletown,
Connecticut, said that even with

discounted rates, his organization
spends about $40,000 a year on the
Westlaw service.
“Funding for legal aid programs
has been tight for years, and saving some of that money would be
great,” he said, but added that he
would have to see the extent to
which the Harvard offering affects
his office’s broader information
needs.
“Over time, competition in this
market has been good for us,” he
said. “It has driven prices down
steadily.”
Some public defender offices
are able to join in on research
contracts negotiated by state legal

A sampling of people youʼll meet
during a typical dinner at The Tech:
2
Michelle, Course 3
Jiahao, Course 6
Patricia, Course 8
Vivian, Course 9
Amy, Course 10
Vince, Course 12
Fiona, Course 14
Justine, Course

agencies and courts, holding down
the costs. The free access to decisions may prove more helpful to
the many private lawyers who are
appointed by courts to defend the
indigent, for meager pay, said Jim
Bethke, executive director of the
Texas Indigent Defense Commission in Austin.
He said his lawyers depended
on services like LexisNexis to retrieve journal articles and other
secondary sources that might otherwise be behind paywalls. But
overall, he added, “anything that
brings down the costs of attorneys
providing indigent defense is a
good thing.”

THE STL-MISTI CHINA
EXCHANGE INITIATIVE
Socially Responsible Real Estate Entrepreneurship and Urbanization

16
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Claire, Course 18
Jack, Course 19
Tara, Course 20
Mirny, Course 21
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Alex, Course 22
Lenny, Course

SUMMER 2016 INTERNSHIPS
ALL EXPENSES PAID | APPLICATION DUE DEC 1

TWO TEAMS

SIX SCHOOLS

SIX WEEKS

of MISTI students from various
academic backgrounds

Hosting camps across China in
Chengdu, Wuhan, Fuzhou, etc

of summer exchange on real estate
entrepreneurship & urbanization

Weʼre everywhere!

FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND HOW TO APPLY:
MISTI.MIT.EDU/MIT-CHINA
MIT-CHINA@MIT.EDU
For more information on the initiative and STL Lab:

join@tech.mit.edu
W20-483, 617-253-1541
phtographed by Ioan Sameli

No matter how wonderful your ideas, most great achievements
require the ability to persuade others.

Learn the

science

of

negotiation and influence.
NEW, 3-day crash course, sponsored by the Sloan School of Management
“lively, dynamic, interactive and engaging”
 no prerequisite
 end of IAP (Jan 25-27)
 open to undergrads and grads
 practice in a wide array of contexts
 learn strategies for dealing with difficult tactics
 receive feedback on your individual negotiation style

“one of the most valuable courses at MIT”
Limited enrollment! Apply soon at:

negotiation.mit.edu

listed as Negotiation Analysis: 15.672, 15.6721, 15.673, 15.6731
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A student’s response
to the Plan for
Action on Climate
Change
When I read the Climate Change Action Plan sent out by President Rafael Reif,
I was squarely unimpressed, but I wasn’t
surprised. In terms of climate change, MIT
seems to have a history of grand, empty
gestures. This email didn’t stray from
tradition.
MIT has promised to put $5 million
towards seeding new environmentallydirected research. Wow. That’s about
the tuition of 25 undergraduates. How
many hundreds of undergraduates will
be housed in the Metropolitan Storage
Warehouse come 2018?
The eight Low-Carbon Energy Centers,
with a “low funding barrier for participation,” seem like a good start, but what
good are these technologies if they remain
unsubsidized? The efficiency of the best
and the worst solar cells in practice is no
different if they both go unused. Where
are the initiatives to develop and enact
economic incentives? I’ve had several
MIT professors tell me that “the technology is already there”; what’s needed are
financial incentives that can only be put
in place with proper government policies. Sure, one could argue that if we find
the technology to make green energy

economically favorable to fossil fuels we
wouldn’t need to seek the support of the
political system. This entails waiting an
unspecified length of time and hoping for
a breakthrough. Why not be realistic and
do what we can now?

MIT has promised
to put $5 million
towards seeding new
environmentallydirected research.
That’s about the tuition
of 25 undergraduates.
Now, we could divest. I find President
Reif’s explanation for the decision to
remain invested, that “divestment and its
core tactic of public shaming are incompatible with the strategy of engagement
that forms the heart of today’s plan,”
flimsy. After all, it is not MIT whose relationship with fossil fuel companies will
impact those companies’ actions; fossil
fuel companies will adapt to the rulings of
politicians. They will not refrain from using their enormous financial influence to
prevent green legislation just because MIT
asked them to. MIT can develop technology to power the entire country without
carbon emissions, and it will go unused if
no one buys it. And if it is still more expensive than gas, no one will.

President Reif has stated that “divestment would thwart our ability to collaborate and to convene opposing parties
and inspire united action.” So we can look
forward to MIT as a corporation moderating discussions between politicians
and fossil fuel companies? I don’t think
so. MIT alumni might play that role, but
the influence of MIT as a corporation is
mainly economic. If MIT sincerely aims
to “Accelerate progress towards lowand zero-carbon energy technologies,”
“Educate a new generation of climate,
energy and environmental innovators,”
and “Share what we know, and learn from
others around the world,” the first thing
— and simplest thing — to do would be to
put out a strong message. This is exactly
divestment. Else, these headlines are nice
predicates, crafted to sound exciting but
ultimately ringing hollow.
MIT can continue to “deplore the practice of ‘disinformation’” and the role that
fossil fuel companies play in preventing
green legislation, but really this little pout
and ‘shame on you’ looks insincere when
MIT supports and accepts money from the
same organizations. The discoveries that
MIT makes now will not matter if within a
few decades the world is too preoccupied
with food shortages and overpopulation to
even conserve the knowledge of humanity’s past. MIT demands that students deliver more and more every day. That’s why
we come here. It is high time that MIT step
up and deliver for us, and for the world.
Alana Papula, Class of 2017
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MIT’s Climate Plan doesn’t add up. So we’re sitting-in.
Why Fossil Free MIT is urging the administration toward a more ambitious plan
By Fossil Free MIT
We write from the office doorstep of
MIT’s President, where on October 22, we
began a sit-in in response to the President’s
announcement of MIT’s Plan for Action on
Climate Change (hereafter ‘Plan’). As President Reif acknowledged, the Plan originally “emerged in response to” Fossil Free
MIT’s ongoing call, since April 2013, for
MIT to divest its now $13.5 billion endowment from fossil fuel companies. Here, we
share our take on MIT’s Plan and explain
why it has left us no choice but to respectfully plant ourselves, around-the-clock,
along MIT’s corridor of power to call for a
bolder approach.
We are glad to see our administration’s
acknowledgement of “the seriousness and
urgency of the climate threat, and on the
need for MIT to play a public leadership
role.” However, the Plan has three critical
shortcomings: (i) it is insufficient, incommensurate with limiting warming to 2°C;
(ii) it is unhearing, failing to live up to the
ambitions of thousands of MIT members;
and (iii) it is unwarranted, reliant on a
theory of change that is little more than
business-as-usual repackaged.

Insufficient
On campus sustainability, the Plan
pledges to “reduce campus greenhouse gas
emissions 32 percent by 2030.” In comparison, other universities have achieved or
committed to achieving far greater reductions, including Georgetown (71 percent
already), Yale (43 percent by 2020), Cornell
(100 percent by 2035), and Duke (100 percent by 2024). If all developed countries
followed MIT’s emissions reduction plan, a
simulation run by Climate Interactive projects that global warming would drastically
overshoot the 2°C danger limit, with a most
likely temperature rise of 3.4°C by 2100.
On research, the administration touts a
goal of raising $300 million over five years
to fund new low-carbon energy research
within the MIT Energy Initiative. We applaud MITEI’s efforts to “democratize access to our innovation ecosystem” by accepting money from companies that aren’t
as rich as the oil and gas companies currently making up MITEI’s membership.
But this alone is hardly a revolutionary departure from the $600 million that MITEI
raised over the last ten years.
The Plan’s remaining steps (like the creation of an Environment and Sustainability
minor and an open data repository of campus energy use), while important and wel-

need. That through “engagement,” we can
convince the world’s fossil fuel companies
to leave trillions of dollars of reserves in the
ground.
Unfortunately, historical evidence does
not support these assertions.
After decades of investor activism on
climate change (MIT has notably not even
committed to using its leverage as a shareholder), and a century of collaboration between MIT and fossil fuel companies, we
still face an industry that spends hundreds
of billions of dollars each year searching
for unburnable hydrocarbons, hundreds
of millions lobbying against renewable energy legislation, and unknown millions on
disinformation tactics that continue even
to this day.
Rather than changing ExxonMobil’s
course, MIT’s partnership has, to the contrary, been used by the company as an excuse for inaction and to distract from its
record of deliberate disinformation. For
example, ExxonMobil’s board recently recommended that shareholders vote against
a resolution proposing that the company
“adopt quantitative goals for reducing total
greenhouse gas emissions from the Company’s products and operations.” Its reason? Among others, that “The Company
also conducts strategic research with leading universities… Examples include the
MIT Energy Initiative.”
And just last week, ExxonMobil trumpeted its relationships with MIT in an effort
to misdirect attention from revelations that
the company has understood the threats
of climate change since the late 1970s, yet
instead of warning the world, used this
knowledge to profit its business decisions
while orchestrating campaigns to publicly
attack climate science and obstruct political action. Even the Rockefeller Brothers
Fund — the philanthropic arm of Exxon’s
predecessors — were unable to “beg”
Exxon to end its climate denial, opting last
year to instead divest from fossil fuels.
Our administration claims it is “not naïve about the pernicious role of some segments of the fossil fuel industry in creating
the current policy deadlock,” yet responds
“by bringing them closer to us.” This inside-politics approach seems oblivious to
the overwhelming evidence that the bottleneck to effective climate mitigation is no
longer technological capability or policy
know-how, but political will. The will, for
example, to put a price on carbon and to
shift trillions of dollars in fossil fuel subsidies toward renewables.
Divestment offers our administration a

come, are likewise insufficient to address
the magnitude and urgency of the climate
crisis.

Unhearing
By choosing not to divest from fossil
fuels — even from coal, tar sands, and climate-change-denying corporations — our
administration has dismissed thousands
of MIT voices. This decision was made despite President Reif’s own advisory committee (the Climate Change Conversation
Committee) having voted 9-to-3 in favor of
divestment from coal and tar sands, and
having unanimously endorsed the creation of an Ethics Advisory Council to “explicitly combat disinformation and avoid
inadvertently supporting disinformation
through investments,” with the possibility of “disinformation-based divestment.”
And this decision was made despite calls
for divestment from more than 3,500 MIT
petition signatures, and despite separate
open letters from MIT student groups,
faculty, alumni, and some of the world’s
most prominent climate scientists and
advocates.

We still face an industry
that spends hundreds
of millions lobbying
against renewable
energy legislation and
unknown millions on
disinformation tactics
that continue even to
this day.
Yes, divestment may be polarizing, but
so is investment. How can our administration conclude that continued investment
in the fossil fuel industry meets their criterion of unanimous campus-wide approval, when so many at MIT are against
it? And with zero transparency as to the
method or rigor by which campus ‘consensus’ was measured, for divestment and for
everything else, where has MIT’s scientific
method gone?

Unwarranted
Our administration asserts that a continuation of the same inside-influence
it has apparently exerted over the fossil
fuel industry for decades will achieve the
technological and political revolutions we

strategy, as part of a comprehensive action
plan, to help overcome rather than ignore
this bottleneck; helping to create political breathing room for enacting a price on
carbon and, ultimately, limiting warming
to 2°C. In particular, targeted divestment
from coal and tar sands is scientifically
consistent, financially prudent, politically
effective, and morally right. Oxford, Stanford, and the University of California are
among $2.6 trillion of assets already divesting from coal. As President Reif’s committee noted, “Coal and tar sands are among
the most carbon‑intensive and environmentally hazardous fossil fuels, and their
continued large‑scale use is incompatible with economically mitigating climate
change.”

Our administration is
failing to align MIT’s
investments with its
mission and morals
and is seemingly afraid
to speak out against
companies undermining
our own efforts.
In summary, MIT’s Plan is incommensurate with holding warming below 2°C.
Our administration is playing catch-up in
reducing campus emissions, is failing to
align MIT’s investments with its mission
and morals, and is seemingly afraid to
speak out against companies undermining
our own efforts. The Plan reflects an unwarranted belief that through an undefined
course of engagement, MIT can convince
the fossil fuel industry to leave its future
profits underground. For all these reasons,
we are sitting-in to urge MIT’s administration to raise their ambitions, starting by:
1. Committing to divest from coal and
tar sands companies.
2. Addressing climate science disinformation by establishing an Ethics
Advisory Committee, whose assessments can lead to disinformationbased divestment.
3. Committing to achieve campus carbon neutrality by 2040 at the latest,
and striving to achieve this target as
far ahead of schedule as possible.
We invite you to join us.
Fossil Free MIT is a student group that
advocates for the divestment of MIT’s endowment from the fossil fuel industry.

By Costa Christopoulos
STAFF METEorologist

The departing low-pressure system which brought
rain to the area this morning is now heading off into
eastern Canada. Tomorrow,
skies should clear as northwesterly winds blow cooler,
drier air into the region and
high pressure builds in. For
Halloween, the high pressure system will creep up the
eastern seaboard and keep
skies clear for Boston. Halloween night looks to be a
bit chilly, with temperatures

in the low 40s°F through the
late evening. As we enter
November, we leave the statistically snow-free month
of October behind. Students
new to Boston have already
begun to question the reality of our beloved winter
weather, but we’re climatologically approaching snowier times. Boston typically
sees its first measurable
snowfall around November
4, but the first snow day varies significantly from year to
year. Snowfall greater than
0.5 inches (1.3 cm) typically
arrives around December 5.
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Extended Forecast
Today: High of 74°F. Winds southwest at 20-25 mph.
Cloudy with rain in the morning.
Tonight: Low of 45°F. Winds west at 10-15 mph, gusting
to 30 mph. Partly Cloudy.
Tomorrow: High of 58°F. Winds west at 10-15 mph. Rain
increasingly likely.
Saturday: High of 54°F. Winds west at 5 mph. Sunny.
Sunday: High of 60°F. Winds southwest at around 5-10
mph. Mostly Cloudy.
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Situation for Noon Eastern Time, Thursday, October 29, 2015
Weather Systems
High Pressure
Low Pressure
Hurricane

Weather Fronts
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Warm Front
Cold Front
Stationary Front

Precipitation Symbols
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Moderate
Heavy
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Other Symbols
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Compiled by MIT
Meteorology Staff
and The Tech
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Campus talk

Fired up, dumbed down? William F. Buckley and
the decline of political discourse
Professor Heather Hendershot on her forthcoming book
By Josh Cowls
Lamenting the state of American political discourse is a popular refrain at present, and it’s not hard to see why. At a time
when offensive statements from the likes of
Donald Trump and Ben Carson serve not
as campaign-ending gaffes but as anabolic
steroids for the presidential horse-race;
when blowhard cable news anchors generate much heat but little light on the issues de l’heure; and when social media has
opened up a whole new realm for shocking
anger and abuse, the desire to tune out of
political speech altogether and only pay
attention biennially and briefly has never
been stronger. MIT Professor Heather Hendershot’s forthcoming book, From Firing
Line to the O’Reilly Factor — which she introduced at an Oct. 22 colloquium — could
not be more timely, with its simple central
question: how, exactly, did it come to this?
Hendershot’s entrepôt is William F.
Buckley, whose weekly Firing Line debate
show ran from 1966 to 1999, clocking up
literally thousands of episodes. Buckley
is a curious, paradoxical anti-hero for the
story, the sort of unreconstructed countryclub conservative who at first glance seems
hopelessly passé, until one considers the
contemporary popularity of Kevin Spacey’s genteel-tarheel Machiavel on House
of Cards. Buckley’s screen presence in the

role of host of Firing Line doesn’t feel entirely mammalian: his facial features are
frequently contorted with sardonic disdain, and the unnervingly lizard-like lick of
his lips suggests a hearty appetite for rhetorical combat.
Buckley’s guest list reads like a who’s
who of pioneering American thinkers of
the era, from Noam Chomsky and Norman
Mailer to Germain Greer and Allen Ginsberg. As this list suggests, many of Buckley’s
interlocutors were radicals of the American
left, and herein lies the rub. Buckley was
not, at root, a television “personality” in
our modern understanding of the term, but
rather an intellectual of the Right, willing
and (more than) able to debate and defend
his own conservative thought in the face of
the best that post-’60s American liberalism
had to throw at him.
As Hendershot argues, from a politicalphilosophical standpoint there is plenty of
virtue to be viewed on Firing Line. Open,
rigorous, intellectual combat is the root of
informed decision-making in the public
at large, and it’s easy to feel that the drift
towards today’s sloganistic, soundbitten
landscape has depended on a fundamental lack of thoughtful, coherent debate.
One need only note retronymic terms like
“longform,” “think-piece,” and “explainer”
now used to denote what were, until recently, relatively standard forms of news

and opinion to share Hendershot’s sense
that standards have decidedly slipped.
Hendershot is careful not to slip into
nostalgia about halcyon days-gone-by: after all, the era Buckley’s show covered was
replete with seismic strife and division,
from the riots in Chicago at the 1968 Democratic Convention, through Watergate in
the ’70s and Iran-Contra in the ’80s. Yet it
is hard to dispute the significance Hendershot attributes to Firing Line as a platform
for sober debate, no matter what the political weather.
Nonetheless, the wider role of the enigmatic Buckley in American political discourse offers some cause for pause. Though
learned and largely respectful, Buckley was
nonetheless an ideologue, one of the great
architects of the resurgence of American
conservatism, which rose from the ashes
of Barry Goldwater’s landslide defeat in
1964 to power Ronald Reagan’s revolution
in 1980. Of course, far from diminishing its
impact, Buckley’s right-wing iconoclasm
was what gave his show an edge.
Yet even if, as Hendershot argues, a revival of the long-form rigor of Firing Line
would serve as an antidote to today’s lightweight, soundbite-heavy political culture,
it’s nonetheless possible to see in Buckley
some of the seeds of that. The right-wing
revival that Buckley helped bring about
can trace as one of its ideological succes-

sors Fox News, one of (though not the only)
black holes of political discourse today.
Moreover, as the fantastic recent documentary Best of Enemies depicts, Buckley’s
gloves-off debates with Gore Vidal in 1968,
which climaxed with his threat to “sock
[Vidal] in the goddamn face” after being
dubbed a “crypto-Nazi,” might even make
Roger Ailes blush were it aired today.
The tension between the view of Buckley as a modern-day Socrates, eruditely
engaging with opponents and espousing a
considered and consistent ideology, and as
the fulminating forbear of today’s knockabout political culture, is hard to reconcile.
Yet Hendershot convincingly argues, without a hint of hagiography, that Buckley’s
decades-long Firing Line project stands
as testament to his genuine commitment
to furthering rigorous debate, something
which feels in desperately short supply
today.

From Firing Line to
The O’Reilly Factor
Heather Hendershot
CMS/W Colloquium Series
October 22, 2015

BAllet review

A visual feast at the ballet

Boston Ballet opens its 2015-16 season with a work by John Neumeier
By Carolyn Fu
Men balancing on each other like surfboards, women perching precariously on
their partners’ napes, a human truss forming from a lattice of dancers – these were
some of the radical visual treats greeting
the audience in this season’s opener at the
Boston Ballet. A surprising 40 years since
its inception, this production marks the
first performance by a North American
company of John Neumeier’s Third Symphony of Gustav Mahler.
The piece is one of several by Neumeier
that celebrate his love of Mahler’s symphonies. So as not to distract from the purity of
the relationship between music and movement, dancers are clad in minimalist leotards, and any narrative is left largely to the
audience’s own interpretation. The focus is
thus on the rich visual palettes presented

in each of the piece’s six movements,
which correspond to different stages of
life such as love and loss. Neumeier demonstrates an incredibly broad vocabulary
in posing and permutating human form,
in styles ranging from classical to avantgarde. The movements Yesterday and Night
are particularly inventive, creating geometries with one dancer balancing another
on his head, or groups leaning pensively in
varied angles and directions.
The geometry that makes this work
so ingenious is unfortunately also what
makes it a challenge to perform well, as
the dancers have to ensure continuity from
one unique movement to another. Sadly
the corps appeared to falter between each
pose, repositioning themselves or jerkily
shifting their weight in ways that detracted from the momentum of the piece. This
was especially apparent in Yesterday, with

motions that were much more foreign and
physically challenging. Moreover, without
a strong narrative, the piece lacked the
support of a thematic thread to hold its
discontinuous shapes together. The task
then fell largely to the individual dancers
to imbue the steps with a meaning of their
own in order to carry the piece forward
emotionally.
On Thursday’s premiere night, Erica
Cornejo proved the most adept at this —
infusing the space between each step with
a vitality that brought out the dynamic
beauty of Neumeier’s work. Paulo Arrais,
in Saturday’s second cast, immersed the
audience in the journey of the Central
Figure (the lone dancer that traverses all
the movements). Where Thursday’s Lasha
Khozashvili took a more stoic and indifferent approach to the role, Arrais visibly
morphed in response to the styles of dif-

ferent dancers and around him. Specific
mention should also be made of Irlan Silva, who brought a refreshing fluidity and
sense of purpose to the stage. Overall, it
was through these gifted dance interpreters that the piece succeeded, elevating it
from simple geometry into a story about
the maturation of mankind instead.

John Neumeier’s
Third Symphony of
Gustav Mahler
Boston Ballet
Boston Opera House
October 22 & 24, 2015

Holger badekow, courtesY of hamburg ballet

Hamburg Ballet in John Neumeier’s Third Symphony of Gustav Mahler.
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Brie Larson and Jacob Tremblay shine in film adaptation of Donoghue’s novel Room
columns?
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Brie Larson and Jacob Tremblay as Ma and Jack in Room.
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Told from the perspective of 5-year-old
Jack (Jacob Tremblay), Room, a 2010 novel by
Emma Donoghue, is a captivating tale about
Jack and his mother, Ma, who are confined to
a small room with no exposure to the outside
at The tech!
world. Except for the occasional nighttime
visit from their captor, Old Nick (Sean Bridgers), Jack and Ma (Brie Larson) spend all of
join@tech.mit.edu
their time
with each other, playing games,
watching TV, and reading books. Ma knows
what lies beyond the walls, but as far as Jack
knows, the room is his entire world.
After I read the book in high school, it immediately became one of my favorite novels,
so I was thrilled that Room was going to be
adapted into a film with a screenplay also
written by Donoghue. It was surreal watching Donoghue’s characters come to life on
screen, and during an interview with The
Tech, Donoghue revealed how she chose
which aspects of the book to include in the
movie. “So in the book, the first, maybe thirty
pages is the reader gradually figuring out from
the little hints Jack drops [about] what kind
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join@tech.mit.edu

of situation we’re in,” Donoghue explained.
“But in a film, the camera turns once, and
you know where we are. So it struck me that
the plot should get going much faster. But the
first half [of the film] was really easy, because
there was that unstoppable momentum even
at the microlevel of what Jack knows and the
increasing tension between Ma and Old Nick.
The tricky bit was the second half because the
world is wider, so you have to choose what to
show. And the second half of the book is quite
episodic in that Jack is in a variety of settings,
so I really had to strip away a lot of that for the
film, and try and stay focused on the Ma and
Jack story.”
Since the first-person narrative in the
novel is integral to the reader’s understanding of Jack and Ma’s situation, I was curious
how director Lenny Abrahamson would approach the film’s point of view. Thankfully,
while the film is not told solely through the
eyes of Jack, the plot still retains its original
suspense and focuses on his powerful mother-son relationship with Ma. Tremblay does
a phenomenal job playing the sheltered yet
infinitely curious 5 year-old, and he brought
me to tears with his incredible range of emo-

tion which varied from frustrated rage to utter sadness.
I was equally impressed with Larson’s
performance as Ma, and Donoghue also had
nothing but praise for Larson’s portrayal.
“As soon as I saw Brie’s audition tapes, I was
blown away by her because I had the impression that she was talking to a real child!”
Donoghue exclaimed. “I asked Lenny, ‘Was
there a child sitting there that she was talking
to?’ And he said, ‘No, no, that was me on the
floor!’ And so I thought that if she could conjure up a child out of nowhere in her audition
tapes even, I knew that she was going to have
an amazing rapport once we had a real child
actor.”
While the basis of the movie is unnerving, the film is not meant to be a psychological thriller. “The premise of this film scares
people so much, and many people assume
that it’s going to be horrifying just because
of the background of the story,” Donoghue
explained. “And so I think that A24 [productions] realized that they needed to do a lot
of reassuring people, both with the poster,
which is really upbeat, and with the trailer.”
Ultimately, the film’s focus is on Jack, his un-

breakable relationship with Ma, and his fascinating interpretation of the world around
him after growing up in captivity for five
years. With an extraordinary cast, and an
equally incredible plot, the film is guaranteed to tug at your heartstrings, regardless of
whether you have read the novel.

HHHHH
Room
Directed by Lenny
Abrahamson
Starring Brie Larson, Jacob
Tremblay
Based on the novel by
Emma Donoghue
Rated R
Now Playing
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FFMIT claims plan does too
little to cut carbon emissions
Student group, administration differ on the role of
industry collaboration in tackling climate change
Protest, from Page 1
ing to music, and speaking with
passers-by. During an interview, a
Bertucci’s delivery man showed up
with pizza and rolls.
Different participants in the sitin highlighted different goals for
MIT’s climate plan.
Jeremy Poindexter G, a student
at the sit-in, hoped that MIT would
take on a role of “visible leadership.” Another student wanted to
see a “better climate action plan,”
arguing that the current one “misses the obstacles to implementation” of existing technologies to
mitigate climate change.
“If I have a free moment, I’m
here,” Daniel Mascoop ’16, a student participating in the sit-in,
said. “If I’m doing work and it’s on
a laptop, or if I have an hour break
between classes, I’m here.”
Nina Lytton ’84, an alumna from
the Sloan School, also participated
in the sit-in. Lytton said the shortfalls of the plan were the results
of “a failure of understanding between well-meaning people.”

MIT’s climate
action plan rejected
divestment. The
plan also described
divestment as a
form of public
shaming.
Stressing the importance of collaboration, she said that negotiating a better climate plan should be
“like interfaith work,” and that to be
successful, you have to “know the
people and understand what they
value.”

Different assumptions,
different outcomes
According to FFMIT’s letter,
“the bottleneck to effective climate
mitigation is no longer technological capability or policy know-how,
but political will.” Divestment
makes sense, then, as it would “create political breathing room” for
politicians to enact legislation to
limit warming to 2 degrees Celsius.
Divestment would accomplish this
by limiting the influence of fossil
fuel companies, which the letter

claims, “[spend] hundreds of billions of dollars each year searching for unburnable hydrocarbons,
hundreds of millions lobbying
against renewable energy legislation, and unknown millions on disinformation tactics that continue
even to this day.”
On the other hand, top MIT officials said last week that they see
industry engagement as key to
tackling climate change.
“Our plan surely agrees that
[political will] is essential to progress,” MIT spokesman Nathaniel
Nickerson said. However, “it also
contends that superb research
and the active participation of industry will be required. Climate
change, President Reif and Professor Zuber believe, will be best addressed by the combined efforts of
research universities, industry, and
government.”
Operating on the assumption
that industry collaboration will be
necessary to tackle climate change,
and that divestment is not compatible with industry engagement,
MIT’s climate action plan rejected
divestment.
The plan also described divestment as a form of “public shaming.”
Mascoop countered that this
view is a “simplistic and narrowminded” take on divestment. Rather, he said, divestment is a matter
of “being consistent with our goals,
and being public about that.”
Mascoop also said that he
doesn’t believe engagement is
working.
“The business model of these
companies needs to be to eliminate
themselves,” Mascoop said.
FFMIT’s letter cited the example of ExxonMobil, which, in its
annual report, urged shareholders
to vote against a proposal which
would require the Board of Directors to “adopt quantitative goals
for reducing total greenhouse gas
emissions.”
“ExxonMobil is progressing
breakthrough,
game-changing
technologies” in the long term,
the company’s annual report said.
These technologies span “alternative energy, carbon capture and
sequestration, advanced biofuels,
life-cycle analysis, climate science
and materials science.”
In the report, the company cites
its collaboration with the MIT Energy Initiative as an example of its

“strategic research with leading
universities around the world.”
FFMIT’s letter points to this report to make the claim that MIT’s
partnership with ExxonMobil has
not led to the company’s increased
engagement with climate issues,
and instead has been used “as an

“The business
model of these
companies needs
to be to eliminate
themselves,”
Mascoop said.
excuse for inaction and to distract from its record of deliberate
disinformation.”
In contrast, MIT’s climate action
plan cites the recent announcement by 10 fossil fuel companies
— six of which are members of the
MIT Energy Initiative — to commit to meeting the 2-degree C target as evidence that engagement is
productive.
But an FFMIT member at the
protest said that announcements
without action were not enough.
On the issue of campus carbon
neutrality, FFMIT’s letter said that
a 32 percent reduction in emissions
by 2030 would not be commensurate with the goal of meeting a 2 degrees Celsius target.
“It’s clearly doable,” Mascoop
said. “We need to get to net-zero
emissions in the future.”
Nickerson noted that the 32
percent figure came from the U.S.
federal government’s Clean Power
Plan and that MIT hopes to reduce
emissions even further.
FFMIT’s letter, on the other
hand, says their simulations predict a 3.4-degree C rise by 2100, assuming all developed nations only
reduce emissions by 32 percent.
Ultimately, the letter concludes, “the Plan reflects an unwarranted belief that through an
undefined course of engagement,
MIT can convince the fossil fuel
industry to leave its future profits
underground.”
“We’re here to show our dissatisfaction,” Mascoop said. “This
does not represent what the community requested.”
The protestors did not say how
long the sit-in would continue.

Are you a gramma ninja?
The Tech needs copy editors.
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Can you beat this drawing?

Join Illustrators at The Tech!
E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

From the Biomedical to the Wounds
inside: developing a FrameWork and
metrics relevant to the context oF
political violence

Photograph from Wall of Palestine, taken on 4/7/2010. Image couresty of Flickr via a Creative
Commons Attribution-ShareAlike 2.0 Generic License.

Friday, November 6, 2015
10:00 am - 12:00 pm
MIT E25-401 (Whitaker College)

Rita Giacaman

is professor of public health at the Institute of
Community and Public Health (ICPH) at Birzeit University (BZU), occupied
Palestinian territory. A founding member of ICPH in 1978, she has also helped
establish the Women’s Studies Institute at BZU in 1993 and continues to be
affiliated to it. She has chronicled the effects of Israeli military occupation on
physical and mental health of Palestinians, and contributed to developing
metrics relevant to the context of ongoing warlike conditions. Professor
Giacaman has published extensively on women’s health and mental health
from a public health perspective, and was awarded an honorary PhD from
the London School of Economics and Political Science (LSE) in 2011 for
having made an “outstanding contribution to the increased understanding
or appreciation of ‘the causes of things’ and their practical application in the
social sciences or related fields.”

MITGLOBALHEALTH+
MEDICALHUMANITIES
I N IT I AT IV E

This talk is free and open to the public. For additional information, please visit the Global Health and Medical Humanities
Initiative Website (http://ghmhi.mit.edu) or contact Brittany Peters via email at bapeters@mit.edu.

Following opportunity is open to eligible Sophomore and/or Junior students in the

School of Engineering and the School of Science

THE BARRY M. GOLDWATER SCHOLARSHIP
The Barry M. Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Program was
established by Congress in 1986 to honor Senator Barry M. Goldwater, who served his
country for 56 years as a soldier and statesman, including 30 years of service in the U.S.
Senate. The purpose of this program is to provide a continuing source of highly qualified
scientists, mathematicians, and engineers by awarding scholarships to college students
who intend to pursue careers in these fields.
The Goldwater Program provides scholarships of up to $7500 per academic year.
Sophomore scholarship recipients will be eligible for two years of scholarship support.
Junior scholarship recipients will be eligible for one year of scholarship support.

Help us out.
(We need it)

email join@tech.mit.edu

If you feel you are qualified for one of these prestigious awards, please discuss this
with your academic advisor or your department head.
Nominations must be from YOUR DEPARTMENT and are due at the School of
Science or School of Engineering Dean’s Office (as appropriate to your major) by

November 18, 2015
For further information:
Contact your academic administrator;
and/or the following:
http://www.act.org/goldwater/ or http://web.mit.edu/engineering/goldwater.html
School of Engineering contact: Tanya Abikof, x3-3293, tabikoff@mit.edu
School of Science contact: Tom Fisher, x3-8900, fishert@mit.edu

……………………..
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Saturday Stumper by Doug Peterson
Solution, page 10

ACROSS
1 Heat source
11 Cruise amenities
15 Typical traffic report time
16 Green
17 Quince quality
18 Battle delivery
19 Approves, as an act
20 “Terrible”
22 Resident, e.g.
26 Quote the raven
27 Central Herzegovina
28 __ football
29 Hay-man
32 Setting on high
34 Aid in choosing sides
35 Got more mileage out of
36 One of Mickey’s dates in
Love Finds Andy Hardy
40 Twain’s Connecticut Yankee,
e.g.
43 Dancer admired by Stewart
in Rear Window
46 Hot pursuit
47 Notable span
48 Sets for some TV dramas
49 Throwing-it-open inquiry

F
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50 First rap group on MTV
52 Refueling spot Earhart
never reached
54 Crimefighting masked
driver/valet
55 Special relativity limit
61 Measured dose
62 Kicks around
63 Clear plate
64 Certain security experts
DOWN
1 Secret sharer, slangily
2 Fish __
3 Product add-on
4 Liszt’s __ Preludes
5 Upright
6 Just So Stories subject
7 Curling area
8 Rock-band discoveries
9 Drawing preventers, briefly
10 First song parodied by
Weird Al
11 Dog neighbor, perhaps
12 Stewards’ superior
13 Bagel flavor
14 Stay behind

21 Got behind
22 One way to properly
address Queen Elizabeth
23 City facing Presque Isle Bay
24 Nebraska Oscar nominee
25 Television array
26 Mustang competitor
29 What to expect from Elvis
in concert
30 Brand sold in Cinnamon
and Assorted Fruit flavors
31 Creole staple
33 Ready to tilt
37 Plus
38 Element obtained only from
air
39 Composer who went to
Eton
41 Particular
42 Tennessee called her “the
greatest living actress”
43 Create a margin for
44 One of Darwin’s “imps of
darkness”
45 Put to work, as a sub
49 Tinker with
51 Word from Middle English

Swimming
12×

90×

2

Solution, page 2

5×

6

12×

5+

5×

2

8×

5 3
8
6
2
6
6 3
5

2

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Basketball

2

5
9 7

5
4
6

3

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

Solution, page 2

2 9
1
8 1 6

6
7
9 2

180×

4

6×

2
5
8

3

7+

6

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column, row, and 3 by 3 grid contains
exactly one of each of the digits 1 through 9.

120×

1

8×

150×

3×

4

96×

6

7 8 1
8
7 6

5−

20×

6
4

9

2 4
3
5

1

Baseball

Solution, page 2

8

9
4
2

3

60×

8
9 7

3
8

4

20×

5

1

8

3

18+

6×

57 Elongated vessel
58 “From noon to dewy __”:
Milton
59 Continuously contracted
60 Scrip sources, for short

Ice Skating

Solution, page 2

8×

for “act foolishly”
52 Azalea from Australia
53 Barred
56 Judy sings his songs in A
Star Is Born

3

5

6

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of
each of the numbers 1–6. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.
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Solution, page 11

30×

160×

288×

4

14×

3÷

22+

21+

168×

5−

4

48×

28×

210×

60×

25+

16+

6

13+

16×

105×

6

1−

8

84×

8×

2×

6×

36×

9

21×

270×

8

Instructions: Fill in the grid so that each column and row contains exactly one of each of the numbers 1–9. Follow the mathematical operations for each box.

Level With Me by Gail Grabowski
Solution, page 10

ACROSS
1 Astronauts’ agcy.
5 “Spoiled” kid
9 Physique
13 Slender
14 Lion sound
15 Agenda listings
17 “Level with me!”
20 Toy on a string
21 Couch or bench
22 Bit of sunshine
23 Shade trees
26 Flower stalk
28 Major sheet-metal
company
31 Comparable (with)
35 Cpl. or sgt.
36 Nose, slangily
39 Stubborn animal
40 “Level with me!”
44 One of the Great Lakes
45 __ and crossbones (pirate
flag)
46 Coffee alternative
47 Grade-school break
50 Blues tune, for example

52 State of mind
54 Work at a keyboard
55 Historical period
58 Poems of praise
60 Expressway exit
63 “Level with me!”
68 Sheetful of cookies
69 Stadium level
70 Violin container
71 Partner at a prom
72 Sound boosters
73 Suffix for luncheon
DOWN
1 To the __ degree
2 Sailor’s “Hello!”
3 Grain-storage building
4 “Despite that . . .”
5 Sis’ sibling
6 Go bad, as food
7 Oohs and __
8 Makes an effort
9 Midwest college sports
group
10 Local wagering center, for
short

11 “__ Sir or Madam . . .”
12 Local swimming center, for
short
16 Clouds’ place
18 __ than (at a minimum)
19 Western defense org.
24 Diner listing
25 Plods (through)
27 Papa’s partner
28 Below
29 Cross the goal line
30 __ boom (aircraft sound)
32 __ work (hire)
33 Flying-saucer pilot
34 Put a new price on
37 Tree with acorns
38 Have faith in
41 Abound (with)
42 Pottery material
43 Seasoned player
48 Give comfort to
49 Any carbonated soft drink
51 Mystical gathering
53 River-mouth formation
55 Recede
56 Enjoy a book

57 “__ boy!” (“Way to go!”)
59 Thin
61 Vegetarian’s no-no
62 Soft “Hey!”

64 Halloween mo.
65 Informal assent
66 60-min. periods
67 Golf peg

Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun Fun
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October’s MIT player of the month Megan E.
Gebhard ’17 discusses volleyball, Halloween
Gebhard leads the women’s volleyball team in kills as it seeks second NEWMAC title
By Souparno Ghosh
Sports editor

The women’s volleyball team has an enviable 26-2 record overall this season as it
seeks a second straight New England Women’s and Men’s Athletic Conference (NEWMAC) regularseason title and a chance to
host the playoff tournament.
A big reason for its dominance
is star outside-hitter, Megan
E. Gebhard ’17. Gebhard, who
made the NEWMAC all-conference first
team last year, leads the team in kills, averaging above 4 per set. The Tech’s player of
the month for October told us about team
spirit, this year’s goals, and beach volleyball
at Google.
The Tech: Thanks for talking to us. The
women’s volleyball team is 26-2 on the season — what makes this team so good?
Megan Gebhard: I think everyone is determined and motivated. We went to regionals last year and the team loved the experience. We are all committed to volleyball and
enjoy playing together a lot. We have a great
team culture and our coaches are excellent.
Head coach Paul Dill pushes us to be the
best players and the best team we can be.
TT: You came very close to winning the
NEWMAC tournament last year — how confident are you of winning the championship
this year ? Which team do you consider the
biggest obstacle?
MG: We have two more games of regular season to go against Emerson and Coast
Guard. Our goal is to win those two games,
which will give us the regular season title
and the rights to host the NEWMAC tournament. I think we can definitely win the NEWMAC tournament this year.
NEWMAC is one of the toughest conferences in New England. Babson and Springfield are always very competitive.
TT: What is the experience like competing in the playoffs, playing against teams you
have played previously during the regular
season?
MG: I think the mentality is slightly different. There is a lot more on the line. It does
not matter what happened in the regular
season contest between the two teams.
Home field advantage makes a huge difference. Everyone on the team is looking
forward to the opportunity of hosting the
regionals. We have a very loyal fan base,
which includes the parents who are incred-

ibly supportive.
TT: How long have you been playing
competitive volleyball?
MG: I started playing volleyball when I
was in the seventh grade. I played in middle
school and then joined a club team.
TT: Was volleyball part of the reason you
chose to come to MIT?
MG: Yes, I was not going to suffer academically to pursue volleyball. If I did not
get into MIT, my second choice would have
been Michigan, and I would have probably
joined a club team. I feel incredibly lucky
that I get to study computer science at MIT
while playing the sport I love.
TT: Off the court, you are a 6-3 major and
have interned at Google. What was that experience like?
MG: It was a great experience. They are
working on a number of really challenging
problems.
One thing I especially appreciated was
that they had beach-volleyball courts. So I
would play every day for two hours during
lunch and then work late.
TT: What part of Course 6 excites you the
most?
MG: This is a tough one to answer, as I
have loved every class I have taken and enjoyed working with every team that I have
worked with thus far. If I had to pick, I would
say mobile technology.
As far as working professionally is concerned, I want to work for a company whose
product I use and like. I also place a lot of
importance in gelling with the members of
the team I work with.
TT: What is your preferred social media
app?
MG: Instagram. Our volleyball team has
an Instagram account and I definitely recommend everyone check it out.
TT: You are involved with the Undergraduate Student Advisory Group in EECS (USAGE) and the Society for Women Engineers
(SWE). What prompts you to be part of those
organizations?
MG: I joined SWE in my freshman year
and made a lot of amazing friends. We organize programs for corporate and professional development. But, I feel I love working with the folks at SWE, and that’s what is
most appealing to me.
I like USAGE as it gives me an opportunity to interact with the highly accomplished
faculty members. They are really passionate about computer science and work very
hard to ensure the MIT Course 6 curriculum

Do you like doodling during class?
Are your psets covered with drawings?
If so, become a Tech Illustrator!

E-mail join@tech.mit.edu

The New BiopoliTics of Race,
healTh, aNd humaN RighTs
Dorothy Roberts

University of Pennsylvania Law School

Thursday
November 5, 2015

4:30 pm - 6:30 pm
MIT 4-237 (Maclaurin Buildings)

Dorothy Roberts is the 14th Penn Integrates Knowledge
Professor and George A. Weiss University Professor of Law &
Sociology at University of Pennsylvania, with joint appointments
in the Department of Africana Studies and Sociology and the
Law School, where she is the inaugural Raymond Pace and
Sadie Tanner Mossell Alexander Professor of Civil Rights. She
is also Director of the Penn Program on Race, Science & Society.

This talk is free and open to the public. Refreshments and hors d’oeuvres will be served. For
additional information, please visit the Global Health and Medical Humanities Initiative Website
(http://ghmhi.mit.edu) or contact Brittany Peters via email at bapeters@mit.edu.
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Megan E. Gebhard ’17 is October’s MIT player of the month.
stays up-to-date, keeping pace with an ever- and I am not sure if I will have the time to
changing industry.
make the costume, but I will give it a shot.
TT: Fun question! Halloween is coming
TT: Thanks for taking the time to talk to
up — what are you planning to be?
us, and all the best for the rest of the season.
MG: A friend of mine and I saw someMG: Thanks!
thing on Pinterest which was like a Rubik’s
This transcript was lightly edited for clarcube. It seemed like a really intense project, ity and length.

Women’s tennis wins eighth
NEWMAC title by defeating
Babson College, 5-4, in final
Kohrs ’17 named tourney’s most outstanding player
By Phil Hess
Daper staff

Trailing in the match, 4-2, No.
1 seed MIT came from behind to
win the final three singles contests
to come away with
a thrilling, 5-4, win
over No. 2 seed Babson College in the
final of the 2015 New
England
Women’s
and Men’s Athletic
Conference (NEWMAC) women’s
tennis tournament. Elysa M. Kohrs
’17 was named the tournament’s
most outstanding player after capturing a key point in the No. 1 singles match for MIT.
MIT (10-0) took one-game leads
in all three doubles matches, but
Babson (11-2) came back in the Nos.
1 and 3 contests to take an early 2-1
lead in the match. The first point of
the day came from the Beaver’s No.
3 team of freshmen, Eleni Gianelos
and Chloe Brandt, who came back
to take an 8-5 win over MIT’s team
of Dora R. Tzeng ’18 and Krystal Y.
Lai ’17. At No. 1, the Babson duo of

sophomores Yagmur Akgul and
Jenny Quenard also staged a comeback, taking an 8-4 decision over
Kohrs ’17 and Victoria Tam ’16.
MIT did salvage one point in
doubles play when its No. 2 team
of sophomore Sonya A. Das ’18 and
freshman Kelly J. Zhu ’19 built a
large early lead that they turned into
an 8-4 win over junior Dina Weick
and senior Tori Paolino.
In singles play Das tied up things
for MIT with a 6-0, 6-2 win over Paolino at No. 4. Babson bounced right
back, pulling back in front with wins
in the next two matches. Gianelos
won in straight sets at No. 2, defeating Zhu, 6-1, 6-2. Then at No. 3 Quenard bounced back from a first set
loss to drop Tzeng, 1-6, 6-4, 6-3, to
bring the Beavers just one win away
from clinching their second straight
NEWMAC title.
Needing to sweep the remaining three matches to take home
the championship, MIT started
down the comeback trail in the No.
5 match where Cindy R. Liu ’18 defeated Weick in straight sets, 6-1,
6-4. It then came down to the No. 1

and No. 6 matches.
The key battled turned out to be
in the No. 1 match between Kohrs
and Akgul. Kohrs held an early advantage in the first set, but Akgul
upped her game and came back for a
6-4 victory. Akgul kept up her strong
play in the second set and opened
up a lead, but Kohrs stormed back
and knotted the match with a 7-5
win. With Kong leading comfortably
in the No. 6 match, it came down to
the third set between Kohrs and Akgul. The pair battled game-for-game
in the early going, but Kohrs pulled
ahead 5-3 and then broke Akgul
to win the match. Kong then put
the championship in MIT’s hands
by finishing off her matchup with
Brandt, 6-4, 6-1.
With the victory MIT will get the
NEWMAC’s automatic bid to the
NCAA Division III Women’s Tennis Championship that will be held
next May. The win gives MIT its
eighth NEWMAC women’s tennis
title in the program’s history. The
Engineers will be appearing in the
NCAA Tournament for a sixth time
overall.
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Team claims NEWMAC regular
season championship once again
By Max Berkowitz
daper staff

Lenny Martinez—The Tech

Amy A. Apostol ’19 dribbles the ball during last Saturday’s game against Babson College.
Apostol scored the opening goal at the 10-minute mark and the MIT Engineers beat Babson 2-1.

Talented Celtics team to aim
for playoff berth this season
Addition of savvy veterans Johnson and Lee lends
experience to roster and adds dimension to team
By Zachary Collins
Sports writer

The Boston Celtics open their
2015-16 campaign as they look to
return to the playoffs for the second straight year. Although the
Celtics were swept by the Lebron
James-led Cleveland Cavaliers
in the first round of playoffs, they
managed to end the regular season on a high.
After acquiring Isaiah Thomas and other key rotation players
at the trade deadline, the team
went on a remarkable run that
had them landing the secondbest, post-all star break record
in the Eastern Conference. Lacking a star player, much of the
success this team has had is
due to the pace and space system employed by its talented
coach, Brad Stevens. Stevens
has done remarkably well at getting the most out of his players’
strengths.
Currently, ESPN forecasts the
Celtics to end the season with a
40-42 record — exactly the same

numbers they posted last year.
The inability to acquire a star
player and the anticipated improvement of the Eastern Conference do not bode well for this
team. However, it is important to
note that they not only retained
almost all of their players from
last season, but they also added
key veterans and rookies that
will give them dimensions they
previously lacked. They picked
up savvy veteran big men in
David Lee and Amir Johnson.
Together, they should give the
Celtic frontcourt a stronger presence in the paint.
They drafted Terry Rozier,
Jordan Mickey, and RJ Hunter
this past June. Although none
of them may make a significant
impact this season, they showed
flashes of competence throughout summer league and preseason play. They should at the
very least give the Celtics more
versatility by providing skills
they are currently lacking — particularly shot-blocking and outside shooting from Mickey and

Hunter respectively. With young
players like Marcus Smart, Avery
Bradley, and Kelly Olynyk getting another offseason under
their belts, it is hard to not picture this team improving upon
last season’s success.
Looking back, it is interesting to note that ESPN prognosticators had predicted the Celtics winning just 30 games prior
to last year — a mark 10 wins
fewer than what they would actually accrue. Nobody, including the experts, thought that
the team would come anywhere
near sniffing the postseason, let
alone rise up to snatch the seventh seed. Who says they can’t
shock us again? Are they going
to rise to the top of the NBA and
challenge the likes of the Warriors, Cavaliers, and Spurs for
basketball hegemony? Probably
not, but it isn’t unreasonable
to believe that they can make a
significant impact on the NBA
landscape and blossom into a
team that the rest of the NBA is
forced to reckon with.

The MIT men’s soccer team,
ranked No. 21 in the latest National Soccer Coaches Association of
America (NSCAA)
poll, claimed its
fifth New England
Women’s and Men’s
Athletic Conference
(NEWMAC) regular
season championship with a 3-2 victory over Springfield College at Brock-Affleck Field.
Sean D. Bingham ’16 paced the
Engineers offense with a pair of
goals, his team leading and conference leading 15th and 16th of
the season, respectively. Joe P.
Schuman ’16 notched his second
marker of the season, while Austin
E. Freel ’16 had one assist in the
winning effort.
Pride
freshman
Christian
Schneider got Springfield on the
board four minutes into the contest. Schneider took a pass from junior Luke Alvaro and floated a shot
over the head of MIT goalkeeper
Jake L. Amereno ’16 and into the
right side of the net to give the hosts
an early 1-0 lead.
The
Engineers
responded

quickly when Bingham took a pass
from Wesley M. Woo ’19 and placed
a shot past Springfield senior goalie
Billy Schmid to make the score 1-1
with 29:50 to play in the opening
half.
Bingham later registered his
league-leading 16th goal of the season after he collected the ball and
found the back of the net to give the
Engineers a 2-1 lead heading into
the halftime break.
Back-and-forth play highlighted
the beginning of the second stanza
until the Cardinal and Gray took a
two goal lead over the Pride with
20:46 left to play. Freel played in a
corner kick that snuck its way across
the goal-mouth, only to be contained by Schuman, who tapped it
in past Schmid to put MIT up 3-1.
Springfield freshman Alex Haji
scored with 10:01 remaining in the
contest to cut the Pride’s deficit to
one, but it wasn’t enough as the Engineers held on for the eventual 3-2
victory.
Amereno made a pair of saves
as his record moved to 12-1-1 in
the win for the Engineers, while
Schmid finished the game with two
stops for the Pride. MIT held a 12-10
advantage in shots and a 8-6 differential in corner kicks.

Lenny Martinez —The Tech

Carly J. Staub ’19 rises to hit the ball during this past Tuesday’s
game against Emerson College. MIT beat Emerson 25-13, 25-13,
25-15.

Skyler Adams

The MIT goalkeeper rises out of water, preparing to block a move by Northeastern at Friday’s
women’s water polo game.

SportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSportsSports

MIT men’s soccer
seeded first in this
year’s tournament
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MEET
YOUR FUTURE HERE

UNMANNED

•

CYBER

•

C4ISR

•

LOGISTICS

Say hello to Northrop Grumman, where our
team of innovative visionaries help us expand
the boundaries of what’s possible in areas of
unmanned, cyber, C4ISR and logistics.
It’s our job to help keep the world safe and
secure, every day. To continue our mission, we
look for like-minded, creative individuals who
want to make an impact, who thrive on global
challenges, and who hold and share the same
values as we do.
Let’s do the work that matters – together.
CAREERS THAT TAKE YOU PLACES.

www.northropgrumman.com/meetNGC
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